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Secondary school reform and technology
planning: Lessons learned from a ten
year school reform initiative
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Charles Sturt University
The lessons learned from a decade long, site based school reform project are

used to examine the relationship between technology integration and
school reform. The nature of the reforms will be described along with
implications and conclusions for technology planning. Six key school
reform takeaways will be shared that are necessary to build a foundation
for successful IT integration.

Introduction
Despite its immense potential, the role of information technology (IT) in
school reform initiatives has received scant treatment in the reform
literature to date. This paper describes the lessons. learned from a decade
long reform initiative that included information technology as an essential
component. The discussion of the initiative is situated within the broader
conversation about the role of technology in school reform. The paper.will
describe one way in which a school reform model can create a meaningful
role for technology and in doing so significantly alter the process of
technology planning in schools. The model and its elements are described,
including a summary of existing formative and summative research on its
effects. Additional sources are also identified for readers interested in a
more detailed description of the model, the design process, and the role of
technology in its implementation.

Unrealised potential
An extensive body of literature has developed over the last two decades
that addresses the use of IT in schools and classrooms (e.g., Kulik, 1994;
Mann, Shakeshaft, Becker & Kottkamp, 1999; Marshall, 2002; Schacter,
1999; Sivin-Kachala & Bialo; 2000; Wertglinsky,2002). For the
of
the
IT can be defined in its most
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manifestation as networked instructional and multimedia computers,
desktop and portable, and the software they can run. This discussion will
focus on the software dimension. There is evidence of positive effects for
IT in a host of different areas including: motivation and self concept,
diversifying the role of the teacher, teacher-student interaction, student
achievement, and social growth (Sivin-Kachala & Bialo, 2000). This
evidence exists in hundreds of studies from varied theoretical and
methodological perspectives (2002 Education Market Report).
The results of these studies, combined with a broader societal push for
placing technology in schools, has stimulated a rapid growth in the
deployment of IT. For example, in the US, access levels in schools
improved from 39:1 to 6:1 over the period from 1985-1998 (Anderson &
Ronnkvist, 1998). In Australia, the improvement in access levels has
followed a similar pattern. According to the NSW Department of
Education and Training, student computer ratios have improved from 22:1
in 1995to 6:1in 2002 (NSW Department of Education and Training, 2002).
Yet, despite the promise of the IT research and improved user to computer
ratios, the actual deployment in secondary schools is disappointing.
Studies show an immense gap between the promise Of the broader IT
research and the day to day reality of computer deployment. For example,
in the US, there are over ten million computers in schools, and annual
expenditures on technology of around six billion dollars. However, the
predominant uses fall into four relatively predictable categories. They are:
1. Separate courses in computer education;
2. Pre-occupational preparation in business and vocational education;
3. Various exploratory uses in elementary classes; and
4. The use of word processing software for students to present work to
their teachers (Becker 2001).

Becker studied the survey responses of four thousand elementary and
secondary school teachers. He found that only a small minority of
secondary schools used technology for acquiring information, analysing
ideas and demonstrating and communicating content understanding.
Becker's findings are consistent with his earlier work undertaken in 1994
that found low levels of use at the secondary level. In that study, he
reported that only a small number of secondary classes in regular subjects
(e.g., maths and science) provided students with substantial experience in
using computers and that in high school the use is more consistent with
computer skills acquisition than as a tool used in other subjects (Becker,
1994).
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A study by Cuban (2001), conducted in Silicon Valley, the home of the
technology industry, found less than five percent of high school students
had intense technology experiences and where they did, they occurred
mostly in non-academic subjects or where students served as part of the
school's technical support system. Less than five percent of teachers in that
study integrated technology into their regular curricular and instructional
routines. Further, when a small percentage of computer using teachers do
become serious, they largely maintain existing approaches to classroom
practice. This research supports the view that more or even better
technology does not necessarily mean more effective or inspired use.
Clearly, this is not the kind of deployment that results in major learning
impacts.
Abundant availability of a "hard" infrastructure (wiring, machines,
software and a growing "soft" infrastructure (technical support and

professional development) in schools in the late 1990's has not led, as
expected, to frequent or extensive teacher use of technologies for tradition-

altering classroom instruction. (Cuban,2001, P: 171).
These findings are not confined to the US. The IMPACT 2 study (Harrison
et al., 2003) found relatively low levels of computer use in British schools,
a finding confirmed by Gipson (2003) who also indicated that the deep
embedding of ITin the curricular life of British schools was rare. Angrist &
Lavy (2002) found similar uninspired use in a study of a large 1:1
deployment in Israel. There has not been a recent large scale Australian
study of classroom use analogous to Becker's work. However, there is little
evidence regarding the way in which technology is planned for and
deployed to expect that a different set of circumstances would prevail in
the Australian context.

School reform
Given the international evidence showing both the potential of IT use and
the relatively low and uninspired levels of technology deployment in
schools, it would seem logical that contemporary school reform initiatives
would incorporate information technology as an essential and prominent
feature of their models and designs. Surprisingly, this has not been the
case. Information technology has not featured prominently in reports of
the development, implementation and evaluation of new school design
approaches and comprehensive school reform models (e.g., Berends, et al.,
2001; Desimone, 2002; Herman et al., 1999). This is especially surprising
given the demonstrable potential of technology to improve student
achievement and social growth. These most fundamental goals are also
central to the rationale for all school reform initiatives and critical
considerations in their summative evaluation (Cicchinelli & Barley, 1999).
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Further, school reform models frequently seek to differentiate themselves
from current practice by addressing aspects of schooling that are highly
amenable to IT integration (e.g., delivering more effective feedback,
diversifying the role of the teacher, and improving curriculum and
curriculum management). Yet, despite this apparent synergy, it seems that
in the vast majority of cases, the existing potential of technology to
leverage and connect these aspects of school reform have not been
developed as a deep and integral part of school reform designs.
Unfortunately, major school reform studies describe the same kind of
outcomes for reform as Becker (2001), Gipson (2003) and Cuban (2001)
described for technology integration, including inconsistent and sporadic
adoption (e.g., Berends et al., 2001; Borman et al., 2002; Cook et al., 1999).
The explanations offered for these outcomes are also related to similar
factors: time, cost, leadership and difficulties associated with curriculum
integration. Given the current challenges in both areas (school reform and
technology integration), a need exists to look more closely at the
connections between the specifics of school reform and IT and the ways in
which an interaction between these forces can result in successful
innovation with a reciprocal value or benefit.
What follows is a perspective on USing a comprehensive school reform
approach to bridge the gap between the potential of technology and its
current use. The lessons learned from a decade long, site based school
reform project at Brewster Academy are employed to examine the
relationship between technology deployment in secondary schools,
technology planning and broader school reform.

The School Design Model at Brewster Academy
Brewster Academy is a co-educational, independent (private) secondary
school (grades nine through thirteen) of three hundred and fifty students.
Two thirds of the students board at the school and enroll from twentyeight states and sixteen countries. Over the last ten years, Brewster has
engaged in a comprehensive school reform effort that has resulted in the
reform of all aspects of the school's programs (Bain, 1996; Bain, Fallon &
Smith, 1999; Brosnan, 1996; Kavanaugh-Brown, 2000; Dimmock, 2000;
McCord, 1999). The tenets, programs, and practices developed and
implemented in Brewster's reform program are based upon a
comprehensive approach known as the School Design Model - SDM (Bain,
1994). Brewster employed the SDMas a strategic methodology to build a
new program. The SDM is targeted at accelerating the growth of students
academically and socially, and reflects the sustained systemic effort
recommended for major reform efforts (Cicchinelli & Barley, 1999).
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The School Design Model components
The SDM is comprised of eight research based school design elements
woven together into a coherent design model. The model has been
described in considerable detail in Bain (1994; 2000) and Dimmock (2000)
and will be overviewed here, with a description of the content and the
integration of technology.
Learning statement

At the core of the design is the development of a learning statement by the
school. The learning statement documents the school's values and beliefs
as they relate to how the school can best serve its students. The learning
statement represents a point of convergence between what is known about
the professional practice of education, much of it sourced outside the
school in the early phases of the SDM, and the specific needs of the school
and its students as represented by stakeholders. The latter represents the
context, the needs and drivers in the school setting. The learning statement
sets in place what the school will subsequently do about learning.
Body of practice

The learning statement establishes the term of reference for the most
culturally ambitious element of the design, the development of a body of
practice. The SDM calls on the school to identify a set of practices and
approaches that it believes, based upon its learning statement, will best
serve its students. These are practices and approaches that all teachers will
master over time. The goal is not to define "the" absolute body of practice.
Rather, by identifying and then subsequently clarifying well-founded
approaches, a school can build connections to teachers' roles, creating the
capacity for differentiated curriculum, and legitimised mechanisms for
support and feedback. The body of practice at Brewster Academy,
including reference sources for programs and research, can be seen at a
website by The Endeavour Group (2001a).
Curriculum
In the SDM, curriculum is seen to be an interaction of well supported

pedagogy, content frameworks, and classroom interaction techniques that
allows for the teaching of multiple groups in the same classroom, the
adaptation of instruction to deal with individual differences, the
integration of instructional technology (e.g., Wang, 1992), and the active
engagement of students in the learning process. The SDM curriculum is
also based upon a deeper study of fewer subjects (Sizer, 1984) in a four
year mastery curriculum that focuses on demonstrable, authentic
assessment outcomes.
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The SDM curriculum design is embedded in a suite of curriculum software
tools known as the Curriculum Authoring Tools (CATs) (Bain, 1997; Bain
& Huss, 2000). This software represents an elaborated schema for those
transactions associated with the design model and implementation of
curriculum. Specifically the CATs are designed to integrate contemporary
research on curriculum design including frameworks; authentic and
portfolio assessment (e.g., Wiggins, 1993, 1998); effective teaching (e.g.,
Greenwood & Delquardi, 1995; Rosenshine, 1986; Slavin, 1990);
heterogeneous grouping (Wheelock, 1992); and adapting instruction to
deal with individual differences (Huck, Myers & Wilson, 1989). They
include tools for curriculum framing, for the design of authentic and
curriculum based measurement, for the management of materials, lesson
planning and the design of differentiated instruction.
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Figure 1: The menu screen for the CATS software.
Further, the CATs are a repository for additional technologies including
presentation tools, instructional/content software, simulation tools, and
other web based resources. These can be launched from the software on a
needs basis for the delivery of classroom instruction. The CATs are
employed to translate the school's learning statement into a manageable
design and delivery system, with a focus on developing instruction at
multiple levels in the same classroom. The goal of the software and the
curriculum solution is to flatten the learning curve of faculty in the
acquisition of knowledge in all areas associated with curriculum building
and implementation. The tools are used to establish a common lexicon of
best practice and a common development and delivery methodology.
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In day to day use, teachers employ the tools to design curriculum around
existing state and national standards. This includes building the scope,
sequence and authentic assessment items for 5-6 week modules of
instruction, and building week long units, as well as individual lessons.
The lesson planning tools permit teachers to build outcomes for multiple
levels of instruction in the same classroom and use lesson design
templates that translate those outcomes into classroom practice. At the
lesson planning level, the tools also incorporate a feature for managing the
activity of different teaching groups, organising the electronic resources
required in class (e.g., concept maps, study guides, web pages) and for
student homework. Teachers can launch the tools in the classroom to
guide their own practice, and display the tools for students to use as a
guide for their participation in the lesson.
The tools also serve as a repository for other content related and
application software, enabling them to be launched from within lesson
plans that frame the teacher's instructional design. For example, a science
teacher employing simulation software in a cooperative learning lesson
can launch the simulation from within the lesson, ensuring that its use is
embedded within the lesson's instructional design and intent. These
features of the software reconcile both the design and delivery of
instruction, in a single format. They also ensure that pre-exiting
application software can be deeply embedded in the actual transactions of
the teacher's lesson design. A complete account of the use of the tools
including a case study is described in Bain & Huss (2000).
Training institute

The fourth solution of the SDM is a pre-service training program to
provide faculty with the skills necessary to work in the SDM school.
Brewster's training program, known as Brewster Summer Institute, has
been conducted for ten years. The program is of six weeks duration and is
the entry point to the SDM process for faculty. The content of the SDM
training institute is the school's body of practice. All of these skills are
taught using the CAT's tools. The training institute is the beginning of a
process of formal mentoring by department heads, through team based
collaborative decision making and feedback from students, peers, and
supervisors with an opportunity for self evaluation.
Human resource model

The learning statement, body of practice, curriculum and training program
represent the foundation of the SDM's fifth solution, the human resource
model. Each of the preceding elements: learning statement, body of
practice, and the curriculum design are used to clarify the roles,
responsibilities and growth opportunities for faculty and administrators in
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the school, ensuring that they directly reflect the school's approach to
meeting the needs of all students. The elements of the human resource
model include a set of position descriptions for the roles of teachers and
administrators in the school (for a sample position description see
Dimmock, 2000). The position description serves as the basis for a career
path beginning with Graduate teacher and leading to the role of Senior
Master teacher in graduated steps. The transition through each step in the
process is based on the submission of an electronic teaching portfolio
employed by teachers to demonstrate mastery of each of the areas in the
position description.
Collaborative teaming

The portfolio process represents the culmination of a team based
mentoring program, made possible by the sixth solution in the SOM, the
collaborative decision making model. The SOM calls for a systemic redesign of all aspects of the school's decision making processes, based upon
a devolved collaborative decision making model (Idol, Paolucci-Whitcomb
& Nevin, 1986; Bain, 1993). The school is divided into teams that function
as small schools using this model, with a team of teachers responsible for
the educational experience of a discrete group of students.
Feedback, reflection and evaluation

The goal of the SOM's seventh solution is to create powerful natural
mechanisms for gathering and sharing information. Feedback and
evidence on the growth of the school, a student or a teacher is available all
of the time, always serving a formative purpose and readily available for
the purposes of summative documentation, program advancement and
research. The goal of the evaluation model is to blur the distinction
between two well-known evaluation fundamentals, formative and
summative evaluation (Scriven, 1967), by creating greater transparency in
the provision of feedback. This is accomplished by integrating the
evaluation of students, faculty, team and school into a holistic model,
enabled by a suite of feedback software tools (Bain, 1997) that are part of
the Feedback Tools (Bain, 2000).
These tools were developed by basing upon the learning statement, the
body of practice in teaching, curriculum design, collaboration and
teamwork, professional growth and the use of technology. The tools have
been in use for seven years at Brewster to build collaborative performance
reports, gather and analyse surveys and reflections, and conduct
classroom observations over a school network (Bain, 2000). Formal
evaluation reports are developed in partnership with faculty twice per
year, while the process of observing, meeting and mentoring occurs in a
natural ongoing cycle. Teachers can go online to observe peers, complete
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surveys, and receive and give feedback to peers and administrators, as
well as receive feedback from students (Bain, 2000).

Figure 2: The menu screen for the Feedback Tools
Each tool in the suite is based upon the body of practice, curriculum and
professional expectations as defined in the learning statement and
articulated in the position description. The feedback model in the SDM
uses IT to more directly connect the relationship between teaching and
learning, in ways that avoid a focus on any single evaluation methodology
or stakeholder perspective (Bain, manuscript submitted for publication).
Technology

The eighth and final content solution of the SDM is technology. Use of
technology in the SDM focuses on the creation of a school operating
system (Bain, 1997) that integrates the key transactions associated with the
admission of students, the design and implementation of curriculum, the
management and implementation of program, the management of human
resources, and feedback. The result is a suite of over eighty integrated
relational databases that manage the key transactions in the school's
learning process, including the curriculum and feedback tools mentioned
previously. In practical terms, the tools enable teachers to manage those
transactions that are frequently represented in a combination of electronic
grade books, daily planners, spreadsheets, word processing documents
and classroom noticeboards, in one integrated suite of software tools,
resident on the schools network and accessible by every teacher from any
computer in the school. Lesson plans and modules of curriculum can be
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directly connected to grading and reporting functions, linking big picture
performance standards to student learning. Reflections on teacher
classroom performance based upon observations and surveys can be
viewed, along with student grades and portfolio items. Students can log
on and look at grades and portfolio items, receive feedback on their
homework and give feedback to their teachers using the suite of tools.
The technology provides the community with a vehicle to connect those
essential functions of schooling that frequently remain disconnected
because it is very hard to bring them together in a single format or
location. The beliefs, values and pedagogy about feedback, curriculum,
teaching approaches, grouping and inclusion that underpin the design are
represented in tangible and practical ways in the fields and functions of
the tools. As such, each of the relational databases in the system is
designed to bring the SDM to the classroom in ways that are accessible for
teachers and students. The school's design is a prerequisite for the
technology system design, The technology tools sit atop the design,
enabling the other seven elements of the design approach to work in
practice (Bain, 1999; Bain & Huss, 2000; Bain & Smith, 2000).
The overall technology design at Brewster includes a 1:1 teacher and
student computer ratio, and a high bandwidth computer network. For the
purposes of benchmarking or comparison, the current Brewster program
exceeds the requirements identified by the CEO Forum STaR Assessment
for a Target Technology School (TTP, 2000). This designation includes
those schools where the learning process has been redefined to take
advantage of technology, including access levels in excess of 3:1, and a
redefined physical layout of classrooms, with oniine access to digital
resources from within and outside of the school. The teclmology design in
the SDM is based on the software system, and is not dependent upon such
a ubiquitous technological infrastructure. From a technological
perspective, the net result of the introduction of the SDM is the constant
pivotal use of technology by teachers and students in all aspects of their
engagement with the school.

Existing research and validation
A number of studies have reported the effects of the SDM on
achievement, faculty culture, and technology use. The following is a
summary of some of the formative and summative research conducted to
date as part of the ongoing validation of the SDM. This includes an eight
year longitudinal study of Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) performance,
that compared the SAT scores of graduating classes for four years prior to
the introduction of the design with those who participated over a
subsequent four year period. The results indicated an average score
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improvement of ninety-two points for students who experienced the
SDM approach over those who participated in a traditional school
experience (Bain & Ross 2000; Bain, manuscript in progress). A
longitudinal study of faculty culture indicates that faculty in the SDM
approach perceive their experience to be more collaborative, and the
culture of the school to be more positive than in forty public and private
comparison schools (Bain & Hess, 2003). Interestingly, the results of this
study indicate that faculty believed that, despite the articulation of the
school's programs through the application of a design approach, their
level of professional autonomy was comparable to those teachers in
schools that functioned more traditionally.
A cohort design was employed to study the effects of ubiquitous access to
technology on student IT skill. Students who experience the SDM
outperform those in a traditional technological program, by over fifty
percent in applied IT skills (Bain, Hess, [ones & Berelowitz, 2000). In a
study employing an alternating treatments design, the IT tools were
shown to improve student achievement and extend opportunities for
discussion beyond the classroom to the home (Bain & Huss, 2000).
During a decade of implementation, the SDM has resulted in significant
improvements in the formative factors associated with the on going
conduct of the school. This includes decreasing the ratio of students on an
at risk disciplinary status at the end of the year, from one to three to one
to ten, accomplished over a decade long period (LeBlanc, 2002; NEASC,
1996). Further, during the same period the number of students recognised
for their positive contribution has increased from less than five percent to
over sixty percent of the student body (LeBlanc, 2002; NEASC, 1996). The
implementation of the SDM has eo-varied with high levels of college
retention, that have consistently exceeded ninety percent in a longitudinal
study of the process over a decade (NEASC, 1996; Richardson, 2002). This
compares to the US national average of approximately sixty-eight percent
for students returning to college for their sophomore year. Over sixty
percent of the students enter colleges in the most competitive, highly
competitive and very competitive categories.
One of the most pressing issues in comprehensive school reform
initiatives like the SDM is the integrity with which these designs are
implemented. Implementation has been described as weak and generally
incomplete (Berends et al., 2001; Desimone, 2002). To address this issue
the SDM gathers 360 degree feedback on the implementation of the
design as part of its day to day implementation. Over 15,000 teacher
evaluations (by students) have been gathered and analysed over a seven
year period. The integrity of implementation of the core teaching
practices has been established in over 2000 classroom observations that
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indicate levels of implementation of teaching practice between 86% and
92% (Bain, manuscript in progress). The quality of team process has been
established through peer, supervisor, and self reflection, and corroborates
the finding of the summative study of faculty described previously. Since
1997, nearly 50 Brewster faculty members have made a successful
transition in the career path since the full school implementation of the
design. Examples of early career and advanced teaching portfolios can be
seen at The Endeavour Group (2001b).

Central question
Visitors to Brewster have expressed considerable interest in the
relationship between the comprehensive school reform aspects of the SDM
at the school and technology. Their interest can be summarised in the
following question: Was the broader reform of curriculum, professional roles
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and professional development a prerequisite to the design of the software tools and
theubiquitous deplayment oftechnology?

An answer
The immediate answer to this question is always- Yes, (accompanied by
the following explanation): While the school employs many of the subject
specific and productivity tools used elsewhere, the key tools for portfolios,
curriculum, feedback and professional growth included in the SDM
approach are all examples of relational database software. These databases
are comprised of fields and tables that contain information. These fields
demand definition. That definition emerges from what the school believes.
For example, if we were to build a template in the curriculum tools for
designing cooperative learning lessons, it would make sense to first decide
on those characteristics of cooperative learning that we believe make a
difference in terms of student learning. We could then design those
characteristics into the fields in the cooperative learning tool. If we are
going to build a feedback tool to reflect on our practice we need to decide
what we value in order to frame those reflections. If we are going to build
a piece of software for designing curriculum based measures (CBMs) we
need to articulate those things that make for effective CBMs when we
build such a tool. In the absence of these essential educational features, our
technology tools are examples of automation, "electronic stationery,"
absent of the research that could make our technology distinctively
educational.
In the SDM, the definition necessary to create this type of educational
technology is part of an emergent process. It emerges from the connection

between learning statement, body of practice, curriculum, teamwork, the
human resource model, feedback and evaluation, and ultimately
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technology. The technology tools reside on a foundation of research and
practice provided by the school's interconnected design elements. This
foundation is built from within the school community, as an articulation of
what the school believes in practice. The result is an ever evolving
professional order with respect to what the school does. This order permits
teachers to work together within a common framework or culture of
practice (Elmore, 1996; McLaughiin & Talbert, 2001). It also permits the
embedding of what we know about teaching and learning in technology
tools that teachers can use every day. This is the opportunity to craft an
educational technology as distinct from the downstreaming of
technologies from other fields. By articulating what the core activity of the
school actually means the conditions are created for reconciling what we
know about teaching and learning with a role for technology.

Lessons learned
The key idea presented here is that the technology integration challenge
actually turns out to be a school reform challenge. Given the current
literature on school reform, the success of the deployment of IT in schools
may turn out to be dependent upon the success of broader school reforms.
What then are the essential takeaways about the product of a school
reform, based upon the SDM experience at Brewster, that are necessary to
build a foundation capable of successful IT integration?
1. The reform must yield a clearly articulated and shared process for
classroom learning, the way teachers teach and students learn. This
articulation needs to extend beyond the principal level (e.g., being
"active learners" or using "best practices"). It needs to drill down to the
actual transactions within and across classrooms - what students and
teachers actually do in pursult of learning.

2. IT tools need to support and reinforce those transactions associated
with the reform. For example, they need to make it possible, or easier,
for teachers to differentiate instruction and teach to multiple groups. IT
tools will not always make things easier, but they should make
accessible that which may have been viewed as difficult or impossible
without them (e.g., differentiating instruction in the secondary
classroom).
3. The reforms, including the IT tool development process, need to be
emergent, arising from the school's assumptions, beliefs and values. It
is much more difficult to deploy educational technology tools
meaningfully when their design is based on assumptions (especially
educational ones) from developers "far away", whose perspectives are
external and frequently alien to the school. This is obviously less the
case with content and basic productivity tools.
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Figure 3: Emergent planning process-schematic form.
4. IT tools need to reflect the deep integration of well-researched practice
in the field (e.g., including the characteristics of cooperative learning or
differentiated instruction in the design of curriculum and lesson
planning tools). This means using tools imbued with what a
community believes to be the essential characteristics of cooperative
learning, as opposed to downloading a lesson plan from the web that
directs teachers to "break students into groups and discuss". It is the
presence of this research that makes the IT, Educational Technology (ET).
5. If the technology tools are tightly threaded with classroom practice it
becomes possible for teachers, parents and students to learn the
reforms through the use of the IT tools. This means that any
professional development will blur the distinction between technology
training, and training in teaching and learning. Teachers and students
can learn about curriculum through the use of curriculum tools and
feedback through the use of feedback tools.
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6. The reform footprint when combined with the tools should increase the
school's capacity to create, manage and deploy information for the
purpose of individualising the learning experience for all students. The
IT tools should open up a genuine potential for knowledge discovery
and management in the school. The potential for the latter arises as
much from the creation of a shared culture of practice as from the
technology, which is a powerful enabler.

Implications for technology planning
There is an immense upside opportunity for technology planning when a
school can bring clarity to what it means by teaching and learning. By
crafting a design, it becomes possible to move up to a new level of
technology use that directly addresses those curricular, leadership and
integration issues that frequently confound technology planning efforts
(e.g., Barnett, 2001). Just as a school's design becomes the foundation for
the development of IT tools, including those for curriculum or professional
crowth. the IT tools can, in turn, become the foundation for the technology
The plan emerges from the tools.
IT deployment is closely connected with classroom teaching and
learning transactions, a school can build a much clearer picture of where,
how and how often technology will be used. This creates an opportunity
to be far more specific, focused and fiscally confident when we enter a
discussion about hardware, software and infrastructure. Instead of a
conversation about counting classes, teachers and students to determine
access, the plan would ask the following:
• How often do students need to access their portal and from where?
• What do we need to add to the Curriculum Authoring Tools to make
them more accessible for new teachers?
• How can we make tools for writing reflections more efficient?
• How can the curriculum descriptions on the Student Tools be made
more dynamic?
• What type and model of computer or network is required to run the
tools and associated applications.
Decisions about access, software and connectivity get much easier in this
context, because they are all referenced to IT tools that are an embodiment
of the design. The gap between the school's vision and curriculum
standards and the number of wireless hubs, the number of laptops and the
software site license is filled with the school's design. The process is
emergent - the design creates the conditions for a genuine educational
technology as expressed in its IT tools. Because the tools are an embodiment
of what the school is all about, decisions about whether to purchase site
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licenses for Inspiration, Microsoft Office, or AppleWorks, or upgrade the
system software are embedded within the school's educational
applications, its educational technology. As a result, the plan can answer the
following question with a high degree of specificity:

What kind ofhardware, software, backroom and physical infrastructure do
we need to run our school design?
Clearly, a technology plan extends beyond those relational base tools in
the school's operating system. Figure 4 describes the conceptual trajectory
from the tools to the broader planning needs for software, hardware and
infrastructure.
Evaluated
Projected Revisions
Updates to Tools
COST:

PLANNING
CYCLE

Additional Software
(e.g., productivity,
library, content toolsnew and upgrade.

Change in User Base
And Network
Locations
COST:

Retirement,

Budget
Projection

Surplussing and
Depreciation of
Capital
Equipment
COST:

User Hardware
Network Hardware
COST:

Figure 4: The planning cycle
Consistent with the cycle described in Figure 4, the planning framework
begins with the tools and then reconciles hardware, software and
infrastructure demands with factors of recycling, surplussing (the
retirement of old technology) and dynamic user needs. The tools drive the
technology plan. They represent the school's overall design. Everything in
the plan embodies everything in the school. When the school decides what
it means by teaching, learning and curriculum decisions about access and
site licenses and whether to upgrade can occur in a context.
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the decade long period during which the SDM was
implemented at Brewster, the SDM design group came into contact with
many of the large scale computer deployments at school and system level
both in the US and internationally. This included schools in both public,
private and charter systems engaged in one to one deployments, a number
of which exceeded the scope of the Brewster deployment in terms of
nUlmlJer's of computers and total cost. These engagements provided an
opportunity to sample a number of approaches to technology integration
beyond the Brewster experience.
In nearly every case the results of these efforts were much more akin to the

descriptions of Becker and Cuban than the visions of ubiquitous IT use on
which they were based. While the schools and systems encountered
sometimes faced barriers of time and finance and the different constraints
associated with being a public, private or charter school, none of these
forces could explain the results. Numbers of these schools were
unconstrained financially, or were well-funded startups with few
organisational or resistance to change type constraints. Others were
engaged in a host of school reform efforts, including new curriculum
initiatives, the development of new physical space, and the
implementation of new professional development programs. The common
feature that united these schools was that none had built a deep, cohesive
school wide culture of classroom practice that could catalyse the
development of genuine educational technology. These findings, shared
anecdotally, are confirmed by an analysis of broader school reform efforts
(cited previously in this report) that have failed to show consistent and
sustained impact on classroom practice.
The conclusion from these experiences is that the connection between
technology and reform is less about whether reform is occurring and more
about what that reform yields in terms of a coherent and sustainable
change in classroom practice. School reformers generally agree that uniess
a reform process results in change in the classroom, then there is no
reform. Further, that change needs to be evident with integrity across
classes and ultimately across schools. The key takeaways from the
experience presented here extends this position. To capture the potential
of technology the whole of a reform needs to produce a common culture of
professional practice. That culture should be the product of research
driven beliefs and values. Yet beliefs and values are not enough. They
need to be translated into methods and tools used in classes every day.
When the latter occurs consistently across classes, teachers and students,
the conditions exist for the development of genuine educational
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technologies that can assist teachers, students, parents and administrators.
They can also be planned for in a more complete and emergent fashion.
The recent history of technological innovation in schools suggests this
should be the decade when it all happens. We spent the nineties putting the
four pillars of hardware, software, connectivity and professional
development in place (CEO Forum, 2000). We should now be able to
accrue the benefit. However, as we have seen from the research described
to date, it is unlikely that deep and meaningful use will characterise this
first decade of the new millennium.
The evidence provided by existing reform efforts suggests that we need
much more than the four pillars to drive meaningful embeddedness.
Despite extensive research demonstrating the potential of IT, schools have
managed to under-utilise a host of promising technologies because they
have been unable to deploy them to truly serve what schools are all about teaching and learning. The gap between the potential of technology as a
scalable tool for better practice and the current reality of its deployment in
schools may be about a different kind of technology, the technology of school
reform. Increasing attention needs to be paid to models for undertaking
school reform and the role of educational technologies in the reform
process. The model described here represents just one way to do so. At a
minimum, those models must produce the articulated classroom impact
required to build and deploy genuine educational technologies.
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